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Missoula policeman dies
after being shot by partner
By PETER TALBOT
Montana Kaimin Reporter

JASON SKAGGS SPLASHES through a mud puddle near Duniway Hall—one
of many left on the University of Montana campus as warmer weather melted
the weekend snowfall. (Montana Kaimin photo by Al Dekmar)

Thompson says
U Library faculty
discrim inated against
By ED BOSS
Montana Kaimin Reporter

The University of Montana Library
faculty is required to work more
hours than classroom faculty for the
same pay, Earle Thompson, Dean of
Library Service said yesterday.
“We are being discriminated
against as professional instructors,”
Thompson said in an interview.
"Although we have equal rank with
classroom instructors, our working
hours and months are longer,” he
said.
Equal rank, he explained, means a
classroom professor earns the same
amount as a library professor,
provided they have taught the same
number of years.
Difference Explained
“The major difference is that the
classroom instructors work only 10
months, but are paid for 12 months,"
Thompson said.
The UM Library faculty, he went
on, receives a 30-day paid vacation
once a year.
“It is our feeling that what we are
doing is an academic, professional
teaching process to students in this
library," he said.
Library teaching requires longer
hours and less free time, than class
room teaching, he said.
“The classroom instructor works 6
to 12 hours a week in the classroom,
plus scheduled office hours, and
that’s it," Thompson said.
“They have more time to research,
read up on current class
developments, or whatever.
“Our job is more restricting and
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demanding because it doesn't allow
free time to research, to be active in
current library events.” 1
Thompson said the library
faculty’s contracts with the Board of
Regents does not specify professorone or professor-two. “ It’s set up the
same way as any classroom profes
sor,” he said.
. Morale Low
Faculty morale, he said, is low
because members feel “second
class.” The majority of them are
unhappy about this, he added.
He said former UM President
Robert Pantzer stated continually
that the University did not have the
money to pay a compensation to the
library faculty.
“ I suppose he was telling the truth,
but that’s because library compen
sation was a secondary issue,”
Thompson said.
He said President Richard Bowers
is studying the compensation issue
for inequalities in the working time.
Library compensation, Thompson
explained, would mean more
vacation time or money for the
library faculty. This extra allotment
will fill the gap that now exists
between the library and classroom
instructors.
Adjustment Sought
Thompson is asking Bowers for
another month to be added to the
present library faculty vacation or a
"two-elevenths adjustment,” he said.
The adjustment means that if a
faculty member makes $10,000 a
year, that amount is divided by twoelevenths and the sum is added onto
the previous fixed income.
The c o m p e n s a tio n idea,
Thompson said, is not new to
Bowers.
“It’s just a matter of persuading
him to agree with us," he said.
Colorado State University, Nevada
State University and the University of
New Mexico operate under a
compensation system similar to the
plan Thompson proposes for UM.

Missoula Police Sgt. Donald
Gregory, 32, died from head wounds
received early yesterday morning
after his partner’s shotgun dis
charged while they were making an
arrest.
Responding to a request for as
sistance, Gregory and his partner,
Thomas M. Wivell, 25, went to 1004
Holmes St. at about 2:50 a.m., a
Police Department news release
said.
When the officers arrived at the
home, Fern Vavruska, 19, an oc
cupant of the house, called outside
to the officers that Wyatt Coombs,
21, was downstairs trying to assem
ble a gun. Police officers took several
weapons from one of the occupants
in the house, Capt. Dennis Woolsey
said Tuesday.
Other officers arrived on the scene
to assist.
Events Reconstructed
Wivell, followed by Gregory, went
downstairs to arrest Coombs.
During a press briefing, Woosley

reconstructed the events as follows:
Wivell met Coombs at the bottom
of the basement stairs and told him to
turn around and place his hands on
the wall.
Coombs apparently failed to do so,
and Wivell advanced, repeating his
order. Coombs again failed to com
ply.
Wivell, with his service 12-gauge
shotgun cradled in his left arm and
gripped in his right hand, then
attempted to turn Coombs around.
Wivell was placing his left hand
on Coombs' left shoulder when the
shotgun discharged.
Woosley added that Wivell saw a
body fall to the floor at his left and
then realized that Gregory had
entered the basement behind him.
Wivell ran up the stairs to get aid
from other officers while Capt.
Richard Golden watched Coombs
through a basement window Golden
had broken, Woosley said.
Woosley would not comment on
whether any shots were fired before
the officers attempted to arrest
Coombs.

However, the police arrest report
stated that Adam Jergens, 29, said he
was at the residence earlier when a
person, whom he said he did not
know, came in and fired a shotgun
blast through a wall.
At this point, Jergens went to the
police, filed the complaint and ac
companied the officers to the scene.
Gregory was pronounced dead at
the scene by County Coroner John
Malletta. Malletta added that there
would be a coroner's inquiry at a later
date.
'No Negligence’
Officers involved in shooting in
cidents are subject to blood and
urine tests to check for alcohol,
Malletta said:
Wivell’s urine sample had not been
tested, but the blood sample tested
negative to alcohol, he said.
“To the best of my knowledge,
there was no negligence in the in
cident,” Woosley stated, adding that
no suspension was contemplated.
Coombs was taken into custody
and charged with aggravated as
sault, a felony. His bond was placed
at $20,000.

UM violating contract
By LARRY ELKIN
Montana Kaimin Reporter

The University of Montana has failed to meet the re
quirements of the contract between the Montana
University System and Local #991 of the Retail Clerks
Union.
The contract, which affects 57 full-time Food
Service employes on the UM campus, went into effect
July 3 and expires June 30, 1977.
Ann MacIntyre, a Copper Commons employe and
shop steward for tfie union, charged Monday that UM
is violating the contract by:
• Not giving employes a statement of hours they
have worked.
• Not honoring a "show-up” provision in the con
tract.
Provision Cited
The provision stipulates:
“ Regular employes reporting for work shall be
guaranteed four hours of pay for four hours of work.
"If the employe works over four hours, the
guarantee shall be six hours.pay or six hours work,
eight hours pay or eight hours work.”
MacIntyre said she believes the provision requires
the University to pay union employes for four hours
work, even if they only work for three.
UM Food Service Director Carson Vehrs said that
UM Legal Counsel George Mitchell and Personnel
Director Jess Dove have interpreted the article as ap
plying only to substitute employes who are not work
ing their scheduled hours.
An employe scheduled to work for three hours must
only be paid for three hours, according to Vehrs.
Mitchell and Dove were on the bargaining com
mittee for UM when the contract was written. Mitchell
is an attorney; Dove, according to Vehrs, is not.
Neither could be reached for comment.
No Hours Statements
Vehrs and UM Asst. Personnel Director Larry Kaul
conceded that the employes are not being given a
statement of the hours they have worked and that the
contract requires such a statement be provided.
Kaul blamed computer problems for his
department’s failure to comply with the provision.
The computer, he said, is being reprogrammed, and
the provision will be met. But, he added, "it all takes
time."
Employes who need the information, he continued,

could review their time cards, which are kept in his of
fice.
The contract contains an "agency shop" provision,
requiring all employes covered by the agreement to
belong to the union or pay a service fee equal to union
dues.
But MacIntyre'charged that the Food Service "has
tried to get away” with hiring non-union employes
and not collecting the union fees.
Vehrs said this was "totally false.”
Example Given
MacIntyre cited Karen Jolly, a Copper Commons
cashier, as an example.
Jolly was a UM student last spring when she applied
for a summer job at the Copper Commons.
According to Vehrs, Jolly filled out a student ap
plication form and was given a full-time job at the Gold
Oak Room for the summer.
He said she was classified as a student and paid at a
student rate, which is about 25-percent lower than the
salary paid to union members.
In September, Jolly took a full-time job at the
Copper Commons, became a union member and was
paid at the union rate.
MacIntyre said Jolly was not assessed union fees
during the summer and was classified as a student so
she could qualify for the lower wage.
The center of the controversy is Jolly’s time cards,
which contained the word “nonstudent.” MacIntyre
said this should have required UM to pay her the union
rate.
Status Change
Vehrs said that the cards should have read "nonenrolled student" and that they will be changed “as
soon as we get some new cards from the print shop.”
Jolly, through the union, has attempted to gain back
wages for the difference between her summer salary
and that of a union member’s.
She said she was “never approached” during the
summer about the union provisions and that she
would have joined if she had been asked.
Union President Lonny Mayer and Business
Manager Ken Luraas have interceded for her in the
case.
Vehrs said he believes the matter has been decided
by Dove, who, he said, replied "in the negative."
The union, he said, could bring the matter to
arbitration, adding that he was not aware of the
union's plans.
Mayer and Luraas were not available for comment.
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opinion
D o n ’t P ic k U p
T h e B ig S tic k
ByVOTING for a collective bargaining
agent, University of Montana faculty
members will be wielding the Big Stick
for no reason.
Collective bargaining represents a
united front negotiating for universal
goals, and in this instance, higher
salaries. A collectively bargained con
tract would stipulate that certain
g o v e rn a n c e
p o lic ie s , th a t is
promotions, tenure and grievance
procedures, become formal. As it is,
those governance policies at UM enjoy
an “informal” status—they are not
rigidly decreed and narrowly defined,
but allow faculty considerable dis
cretion. Faculty members have a
strong voice in administration.
Since faculty members already enjoy
these privileges, they have no reason to
distrust the University administration
and demand these policies be expres
sly stipulated in a contract. By deman
ding a bargaining agent, faculty would
be unnecessarily wielding the Big Stick
on the ad m in is tra tio n , alread y
cooperative
toward
faculty
participation.
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Further
exacerbating
administration-faculty relations, a collec
tively bargained contract would force
faculty to discuss grievances with the
administration, even though the con
tract was negotiated with the Com
missioner of Higher Education’s Of
fice. In other words, those enforcing
and funding the contract will not be
those negotiating provisions of the
contract.
Unions argue that by collectively
bargaining, faculty will demonstrate
unity to the legislature, which will fund
the contract. But this in no way
guarantees the legislature will ac
quiesce and finance salary increases
merely
because
of f a c u l t y
organization.
In addition to creating an adversarial
atmosphere between faculty and ad
ministration, a collectively bargained
contract brings the possibility of a
strike, however remote it seems.
A strike would benefit no one.
Students could not afford the delay in
classes; in fact, many would drop out
for a quarter or else would enroll
elsewhere. Faculty would see their

professional repu tatio n tarnish,
equated in public eyes with common
laborers striking, harming the public
weal.
Moreover, faculty members do not
need the formal strictures stipulated in
a uniform contract because they
already have the flexible, informal
policies giving them freedom from bin-

ding provisions. The drawbacks of
collectively
bargained
contracts
outweigh whatever immediate benefits
such negotiations would produce.
Cooperation, not confrontation has
worked at UM. Why alter a successful
formula?
Richard Kaudy

letters
Ask the candidates
Editor: There appears to be a lot of sentiment
running around campus concerning students'
lack of interest in the forthcoming ASUM elec
tions and ASUM policy as a whole. The UM
veterans club can not accept this belief; we are
involved in student politics and think the
student body will become more involved if
given the opportunity. The current problem is
one of scheduling and candidate speech
times. No one knows what is going on, or
where any specific candidate is at a given time.
The UM Vets Club offers a standing in
vitation to all interested persons to attend a
Question-Answer session today at noon in the
ASUM conference room. ASUM presidential
candidates Dave Hill and Mark Warren and off
campus CB delegate Wayne Knapp will be

present and any other persons running for of
fice are also urged to attend. All questions will
be answered!
Now is your opportunity to get to know the
candidates. Be informed and vote for someth
ing other than a name. Let’s get involved!
James R. Allen
senior, political science/history

Letters Policy
Letters should be: ‘ Typed, preferably triple spaced;
•Signed with the author's name, class, major, telephone
number and address; *No more than 300 words (longer
letters will be printed occasionally); *Mailed or brought
to the Montana Kaimin, J-206. The Kaimin reserves the
right to edit all letters and is under no obligation to print
all letters received.

Disclosure o f abuses cripples CIA
By JACK ANDERSON
with JOE SPEAR

WASHINGTON—As the evidence mounts that the CIA’s
operations, have been seriously crippled, a backlash has
developed against the agency’s critics. We have taken the
question up with our intelligence sources. Here is the best
answer we can give:
In Lebanon, the CIA once had one of its strongest
operations. Its efforts now are feeble. In contrast, the Soviets
have strengthened their ties with the Palestine Liberation
Organization.
In Italy, the Communists are taking over city after city. At
least 17 jurisdictions fell to the communists in the last
election. This has given the Communists greater power over
the national government. In the past, the CIA would have
worked with Italian security officials to prevent these
Communist gains.
In Portugal, the CIA has played an insignificant role in the
struggle between the communists and moderates over
control of the government. The most effective undercover
work has been done by Britain, France, Italy and West
Germany.
In Spain, the Communists are growing stronger every day
and could pose a threat to King Carlos' government within six
months. Our sources say that the CIA in Spain is demoralized.
It is being outmanned and outmaneuvered by the Soviets.
The biggest problem is this: Foreign intelligence services
have lost their confidence in the CIA and no longer cooperate
fully.
In Australia, the pro-American intelligence chief has been
replaced. In France, the number two man in the intelligence
service, a staunch U.S. supporter, has also been eased out.

The CIA’s close ties with Israeli intelligence have been
badly strained. Even in Canada, the CIA’s quiet relationship
with the intelligence wing of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police has been weakened.
These are the grim facts. Yet we would still have to argue
that the CIA abuses had to be exposed. The only reason to
have a CIA is to protect our liberties. Yet the CIA was
beginning to menace those liberties.
Today, the CIA might be compared to a patient who has just
been operated on for cancer. The patient will be weak for
awhile from the operation, but in the end, he will be healthier.
PILL PROFITS: We have been investigating the high prices
of drugs, which have become so expensive that most people
can’t afford to get sick.
The price at the prescription counter has little to do with the
cost of manufacturing the drugs. The drug companies simply
charge all they can squeeze out of their customers.
For example, investigators paid $6.63 for some orinase on
the Canadian side of the St. Marie River. The same quantity of
the same drug cost $82.68 on the American side of the river.
One reason the drug companies charge such outrageous
prices is that the doctors prescribe brand-name drugs. The
drug companies, in turn, spend enormous sums to woo the
doctors.
Upjohn, for example, has 500 men who visit doctors and
pass out free samples of Upjohn drugs. Other companies give
away not only free drugs but free medical textbooks, medical
drawings, charts and anatomy models. Eli Lilly gives a free
stethescope to most freshman medical students.
Of course, all of this is added to the price that the patients
must pay for their drugs.
AMIN’S ANTICS: General Idi Amin, the madcap dictator of
Uganda, has been quietly trying to make up with the United

States. State Department sources say he is making a
"tremendous effort” to convince Washington to reopen its
embassy. His petitions have been passed along by the West
Germans, who represent U.S. interests in Uganda.
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger is hardly overjoyed at
the opportunity of renewing relations with the unpredictable
Amin. A brief glance at the dictator’s record may help to
explain why:
— According to intelligence reports, he has massacred as
many as 90,000 of his own people during his frequent purges.
— His only real friend of any consequence is Libya’s military
ruler, Colonel Muammar El-Qaddafi, another mad hatter. But
insiders believe even Qaddafi is stringing Amin along. Libya
has promised, for example, to build hospitals in Uganda and
to supply Amin with fighter planes. That was three years ago,
and Amin is still waiting.
— Amin is fond of sending unsolicited advice to world
leaders, a habit that embarrasses his African colleagues most
of all. Amin asked the United Nations, for example, to transfer
its headquarters to his own backwater capital city of Kampala.
And he once offered to send his comic-opera army to Egypt to
help "liberate” Arab lands from Israel.
— Amin dreams longingly of the day he will lead an army
into the White racist nations of southern Africa. He once
asked the Turks to show him how they overran Cyprus, as an
aid to his own invasion plans. According to the most recent
intelligence reports, Amin has just returned from inspecting
the border of South Africa. He was scouting the skies for
"possible routes" for his fighter planes.
It may be a little while before he sends his fighter planes
against the formidable South African Air Force. He has a few
Soviet MIG fighters, according to the intelligence reports. But
so far, the Russians have been unable to train Ugandan pilots
to fly the complicated machines.
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Union o fficial says organizing
aids faculty bargaining pow er
By RANDALL E. MILLS
Montana Kaimin Reporter
Second in a series

Administrators have difficulty
refusing demands by a faculty that is
united by collective bargaining, an
American Federation of Teachers
(AFT) representative said in a recent
interview.
Robert Nielson, director of the AFT
College and University Division said
administrators can easily say no to
individual demands made in a private
office, but are reluctant to refuse re
quests from a unified group.

BOB SIMONSON, JUNIOR IN JOURNALISM, finds sliding across the ide
near the Forestry Building can be a fun diversion between classes. (Montana
Kaimin photo by Al Dekmar)

Bookstore may change
check-cashing policy
By LARRY ELKIN
Montana Kaimin Reporter

Because of an Increase in bad
checks cashed at the Associated
Student Store, a more restrictive
check-cashing policy may be
adopted.
Larry Hansen, bookstore manager,
said yesterday the changes could in
clude lowering the limit on personal
checks from $50 to “maybe $25" or
instituting a “per-check charge."
The bookstore now holds $4,512 in
bad checks, ranging from a $2.50
personal check to a forged federal
warrant for $125, he said.
Hansen also said a man “hit" the
bookstore with five bad checks total
ing $180 in two days then left town.
Such incidents, he said, are
unusual.
Last year the bookstore had to
“write off" $1,325.25 in bad checks,
he said, adding that most of those
were checks that had been out
standing for at least a year when the
annual audit was made on June 30,
1975.
The figure represents an increase
of $515 from 1974 when the
bookstore “wrote off" approximately
$810, Hansen said.
The bookstore charges a $2
service fee on returned checks.
The fee. Hansen said, helps pay for
bookstore debts.
“First offenders," he said, “usually
do not have to pay the $2. Everybody
makes a mistake."
The store last year collected $500
in service fees, he continued.

W Y A T T 'S JEW ELRY
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Work Guaranteed
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10% Discount
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(Timex Watches Excepted).

The $4,512 now owed the
bookstore is “more than usual"
because “people have to get their
finances organized" at the start of the
quarter, he added.
He said he expects the store to
have about $2,000 in bad checks at
the end of the quarter. And, he said,
he also expects the store to write off
$2,000 in bad checks in the next
audit, which will be made in June.
Store Board, Hansen said, will
probably make “some change in
policy" if the figure again reaches
$3,000 or $4,000.
Store Board is the committee
which determines bookstore policy.
“We could make a bundle if we
charged ten cents per check," he
said.
He said the bookstore does not try
to "make money”' on check-cashing
operations. Instead, he said, the
store absorbs some expense
because of the “traffic and goodwill"
generated by the service.
“Nobody else is doing it," he said.
Hansen said some student
governments offer their own check
cashing services.
He said he feels that, since the
Service is used by students, it could
be provided by students. But he
conceded that ASUM lacks the
facilities for the purpose.

A Feb. 4 election will determine
whether the University of Montana
faculty wants to bargain collectively
through AFT's University Teachers
Union (UTU) or through the
American Association of University.
Professors (AAUP).
The faculty also has the option of
voting for “no agent," which would
mean professors would continue to
negotiate individually with the ad
ministration for contracts and
benefits.
Of about 460,000 teachers in the
AFT, about 50,000 are college
professors. AFT has locals on 275
campuses, and is the bargaining
agent on 170 of them.
Rapid Growth
According to Nielson, AFT is "the
most rapidly growing segment of
public employes' unions in the
United States."
“Our fundamental goal,” he said,
“ is to . . . educate, agitate and
organize. We believe th a t. .. every
employe ought to belong to the
union and be bargaining collec
tively."
Faculties across the country
bargain collectively for salary in
creases, increased fringe benefits,
better grievance procedures and a
"whole host of governance issues,”
Nielson said.
Governance issues can range from
tenure procedures to policy making
to faculty committee structure, he
added.
The Montana collective bargaining
law, passed in 1974, allows faculty in
public universities to bargain for
“wages, fringe benefits and con
ditions of employment."

Publications Board will be choosing persons to fill the
following positions:
Montana Kaimin Editor (1 position)
Montana Kaimin Business Manager (1 position)
CutBank Editor/Business Manager (2 positions)
Information and applications are available at the ASUM
offices and are due no later than Jan. 30,1976. Positions
are open to ASUM members, regardless of major.

$1.00 Pitchers
4 pm-7 pm

The AAUP, UTU’s competitor for
the agent position, is an association,
not a union.
Nielson said the AAUP is han
dicapped when lobbying before the
legislature because it is an as
sociation of professors only,
whereas AFT is affiliated with
teachers, professors and a variety of
other workers.
Legislative Support
The Montana AFL-GIO, Barrett
said, has firm support in the
legislature.
Nielson added that university
presidents in many states ask for
AFL-CIO support for their budgets.
For example, he said, the president
of Purdue University requested AFT
and AFL-CIO support for his budget
last February.
He got his budget and, in turn, sup
ported a collective bargaining law
that eventually passed the
legislature, Nielson continued.
A similar situation, where AFL-CIO
lobbying power could help the
university budget, could easily occur
at UM, he said.
The AFT also lobbies for federal
legislation to improve higher
education, Nielson said.
AFT, he said, was “the driving
force behind collective bargaining
for public school teachers.”
“We’ve just had more experience"
than other bargaining groups, he
said.
He claimed that four-year state
institutions operating under collec
tive bargaining laws favor the AFT
and cited as examples Vermont, New
Jersey and New York where AFT
serves as bargaining agent for the
state institutions.
Union 'Democratic'
Nielson stresses that the union is
democratic.
"George Meany doesn’t tell you
what to do,” he said.
And, he continued, nothing goes
into the contract that the local unit
does not want in it.
He said the AAUP requires certain

statements and policies to be in
corporated into all contracts while
the AFT has no such rule.
The AFT, he said, writes each con
tract “from scratch” on every cam
pus, while AAUP chapters follow a
master contract.
The AAUP, however, took issue
with those statements.
Nielson said the AFT favors strikes
when no alternative means of reach
ing an agreement is available.
“We’ve only had 30 strikes in the
last eight years," he said.
AFT’s latest strike, he continued,
occurred about two years ago in the
eight-campus New Jersey state
university system. It lasted eight
days.
Although AFT has a reputation for
striking, he said AAUP has led more
strikes at four-year institutions.
Strikes, he added, can be ordered
only by the local unit, not by the
national office.
Unwritten union law, he said,
provides that “brother” union
members do not cross picket lines.
For example, he said, if an AFLCIO affiliated union, such as the
plumbers, struck UM, the faculty
would have a moral obligation not to
cross the picket lines.
However, he could not think of
instances when this has occurred.
Plans Outlined
A UTU poster outlined the follow
ing plans to organize collective
bargaining at UM if AFT wins the
election:
• A bargaining council, com
prised of representatives of all
departments and schools, would be
established to control what is
negotiated and direct a bargaining
team. Council members need not be
UTU members.
• The bargaining team, comprised
df UTU members, would negotiate a
contract which fulfills council direc
tives “to the fullest extent possible."
• A "bargainer" would speak for
the team at negotiations; immediate
caucus would be called if a team
member thought negotiations were
not going as planned.
The faculty can reject an unac
ceptable contract.
Contracts must be ratified by a ma
jority of all faculty members, not just
a majority of UTU members.

SHACK

223 W. Front

EVERY WEDS. NITE

Chicken Dinner

1/2 price pool
11 am to 6 pm

$250 Guaranteed 8-Ball
Pool Tournament Sun., Feb. 22
Stop by and Ask For Details

GYMNASTIC
EXHIBITION
by
UM Team

MAGIC PRICE LIST

Fleldhouse Rec.
Annex

Haircuts .......................................................................... $0.00
Shaves ............................................................................. $0.00
Shampoos .......................................
Facials ............................................................................. $0.00

Thurs., Jan. 29
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Both Nielson and Richard Barrett,
UM assistant professor of economics
and UTU president, said that AFT's
affiliation with the AFL-CIO adds to
its effectiveness as a bargaining
agent.

Eight Ball Billiards
3101 Russell

Tom orrow’s Experts at Reasonable Prices

Montana Barber College

133 W. Main

728-9616

OPEN 8:30-5:30 Tues.-Sat.

U of M Vet’s Club

WINTER FUN RAFFLE
1st PRIZE: Atomic Drive KS Skis
Nordica Alpina Boots
Geze Bindings
OR
A $150 Gift Certificate at
Bob Ward & Sons
$0.00
2nd PRIZE: A $25 Gift Certificate
3rd PRIZE: A $10 Gift Certificate
Tickets: 50$ at the UC Mall, Jan. 27, 28
Drawing will be at Noon, Fri., Jan. 30

Sheriff’s file on criminals
to remain closed, Moe says
f
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A SURE SIGN THAT ELECTIONS are just a week away, these ASUM campaign posters hang In the University Center
Mall. (Montana Kaimin photo by Al Dekmar)

27 candidates campaigning
for CB, Store Board seats
Twenty-seven candidates will vie
for 22 Central Board and Store Board
positions in the Feb. 4 ASUM elec
tion.
Candidates for CB will be divided
into four districts—on campus, off
campus, married student housing,
and organized o ff campus
(fraternities and sororities). Students
may cast votes for only one of these
districts.
Voters must present a validated ID
as proof that they are registered.
Students may vote for as many
candidates as there are positions
vacant in one particular district.
Thus, a student may vote for 12 offcampus delegates, six on-campus
delegates, one married student

f

goings on

^

• UM Vets Club meeting with
ASUM candidates, noon today, UC
Conference Room.
• Italian Club film, Invitation to the
Islands, 3 p.m. today, LA 334.
• Gay Rap, 7 tonight. For in
formation call 728-0199.
• Discussion, The Economics of
Recreation in Montana, 7:30 tonight,
University Congregational Church,
Fireside Room.
• Slide Show, The Wolf by L.
David Mech, 8 tonight, UC Ballroom.
• Contemporary Worship Service,
9 tonight, Lifeboat, 532 University.
• PC Movie, Games, 9:30 tonight,
UC Ballroom.

housing candidate, or one organized
off-campus candidate.
The 17 students who will compete
for the 12 off-campus CB seats are
Scott Alexander, sophomore in
journalism; James Biegenwald,
freshman in forestry; Jane Burnham,
senior in social work; Coleen Clark,
freshman in sociology; Doug
Frandsen, sophomore in philosophy;
Larry Gursky, sophomore in elemen
tary education; Mark Hansen, senior
in business management;
Cary Holmquist, freshman in
political science; Dan Hjartarson,
junior in history; Wayne Knapp,
sophomore in political science and
economics; Thomas Lanning, junior
in philosophy and English; Jim Leik,
junior in history and political
science; Joe Marra, junior in radio
and television;
Dave Mott, junior in business ad
ministration; James O’Brien, junior
in anthoropology; Chris Raver,
junior in computer science, and
Francine Smith, junior in art.
The six students running for six
on-campus CB delegate positions
are Michael Berg, senior in political
science; Dave Hiltner, junior in
economics;
Dean Mansfield,
sophomore in social science; Frank
Mitchell, freshman in business ad
ministration; John Waugh, freshman
in general studies, and Polly Young,
sophomore in business ad
ministration.
Hiltner is the only member of CB
running for re-election..
Larry Johnson, junior in ac
counting, is the only candidate for
the married student housing

position, as is Gordon MacDonald,
junior in political science, for the
organized off-campus seat.
Daniel Doyle, sophomore in
journalism, and Natasha Jacobson,
junior in journalism, will vie for the
two Store Board vacancies.

A file of information about alleged
illegal activities concerning Missoula
County residents will remain closed
to public scrutiny.
An editorial in the October Mon
tana Kaimin pointed out the ex
istence of this file kept by the Mis
soula County Sheriff’s Department.
The editorial implied that the file's
information could be used for police
harassment, name defamation and
rejection when applying for a
government job.
County Attorney Robert (Dusty)
Deschamps said the Sheriff’s
Department is within the law. He said
it is legal to keep the files and to
refuse public access to them.
Missoula County Sheriff John Moe
said the main reason the files are
closed is to protect sources. If public
access were permitted investigatory
sources would “dry up," he said.
Many of the sources, Moe said,
remain anonymous for fear of receiv
ing a beating.
He said information from phone
calls, interviews of suspects and
citizen complaints at the Sheriff’s of
fice is collected and placed in the
files.

Deputies are sent to investigate
each of these calls, Moe. said,
because the information is worthless
to the department unless it has been
checked out.
Moe said often a series of crimes
happens and is cross-referenced
with the investigatory file to uncover
possible suspects. Often an arrest is
forthcoming in such a situation, he
said.
The more sources reporting the
same activities about an individual,
Moe said, the more reliable the in
formation becomes, and without it
the department could not get enough
information to make an arrest.
When a complaint comes in and
deputies disclaim the complaint, he
explained, it can often help the
person clear himself.
Moe said the files are open to all
other law enforcement agencies and
may be used in court proceedings.
Government agencies running
checks on prospective employes
also may look at the files, Moe said,
to make evaluations.

Candidates who missed the
deadline for filing may still run writein campaigns.

City rezones lot
near campus in
neighbors' favor
An undeveloped lot at the foot of
Mt. Sentinel was rezoned by the City
Council Monday night from B (multi
family dwellings) to R-1 (single
family dwellings).
The lot was missed by the Zoning
Com m ission when they re
commended the rezoning of the
rest of the East Beckwith Avenue
area to the council last October.
The lot measures 80 feet by 320
feet.
Three homeowners in the area
spoke at the Monday meeting in
favor of the rezoning. They cited dif
ficulties in finding parking places
and feared that more traffic conges
tion in the area would jeopardize the
safety of their children as reasons for
the rezoning.
No one spoke against the rezon ing
of the lot.

TUNE-UP SPECIAL!

Replace Spark Plugs,
Points, Condenser
• Reset Timing
and Dwell
• Reset Carburetor
For Toyota, Datsun,
Volvo, VW, MG, MGB,
& Triumph.
Good Through Jan. 31, 1976

Reg $2g95

SPECIAL PRICE
$ |O 5 0

Thursday is Ladies’ Day

Bitterroot Service Center4
Located at Bitterroot Toyota

ELK and CHRYSALIS
RECORDS PRESENTS
ENTIRE CATALOGUES

Reg. $4.69
Jethro Tull
Elvin Bishop
Emmy Lou
Harris

NEW SALE
PRICE
$3.94
and 50C Off
on Their Higher
Priced Albums

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 11-9

Buckminster Fuller
Thursday, January 29, 1976
UC Ballroom
8:00 PM
ASUM Program Council Lecture Series

3209 Brooks
Missoula
543-4792
in Tandy Town

t

Sat. 11-7, Sun. 12-5

3017 10th Ave. South
G/® at Fa,ls
453-5533

2043 Grand Ave.
Billings
248-3081

DOONESBURY

Campus Art Awards 1976

Because of holidays during the quarter, the Montana Kaimin is running three Doonesbury cartoon
strips today so that students will not miss any episodes.
AMBASSADOR. LOOKA T W W 1
DUKA H AS
CANT
' B U m iH S
m rm s H B P p e e w e m o e e T
SHAKING HANDS INTO GOVERNMENT
A N D IS N O U J
THESE
. S KIP P IN G
D A TS ..

i

thaw w

tr you

TEEP5AHNG. W P E

AU.SnU.M W N6 J S M W *Z /P TOU TO F IL E ..

X

TOU TH IN K

W .C M O N ,
M Y E 8E E N
THROUGH THISI'M NO TA
P O LIT IC IA N !

WAVS A
P O LIT IC IA N ?

1HEAM BASSAD0P
HAS PAUSEDBEFORE
GETTING INTO H IS
C AP. H E APPEARS
1 0 B E TA K IN G
SO M E M O PS
P IL L S ..

$800.00 to be awarded for projected
or completed art works by University
students.

GIVEIT
SOM E THOUGHT, THE AMBASSADOR
O K AV ?
IS NOW GIGGLING
UNCDNTPOLLABLV..

Pick up application and information
in the Art Department office or the
Dean’s office in the Music building.

Deadline for Entries
13 February 1976
243-4970

i
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B LO N D IE , you
THAT'S
HAVE TO S B C R A ZY ! W H AT
N O O N S IN M Y
CAMPAIGNS
D IS TR IC T S V E N
AR B FO R,
KNOW S M S (
G /N N Y L

/

|
t
o

B L0N P I5, LO O K - EVEN
IF
W ANTED TO RUN FO R
CONGRESS, [T V B E A W ASTE
O F T IM E ! VENTURA IS A N
E IG H T -T E R M W IN N E R '

J

LOOK, VENTURA'S P U S
FO R A D IV E . H E S B E E N
TALKIN G O U T O F BO TH
S ID FS O F H IS MOUTH FOR
TOO LO N G / ONE SERIO US
CHALLENGE A N P H E P
' BE
O U Tl \

I KNOW A L L ABO UT M R .
VENTURA - FROM W H AT I'V E
HEARP, THE M A N IS THEPTTS
INCOM PETENT, IN S E N S ITIV E ,
R A C IS T, A N P SEN SATIO NALPY

—

LIK E W HAT?GIVE
l PUNNO ,
M E ONE SIN G LE
B LO N D IE IV E G O T
L IA B ILIT Y YOU'P
HAVE IN A
TOO M A N Y
C A M P A IG N !
THING S GOING

YOU'RE R I6 H T IT S
' CRAZY.

MORE TO THE POINT, O N LY 60% ?!.
THOUGH, IS TH E
BLO NPIE,
FA C T THATH E ONLY THATSPRACG O T 6 0 % O F THE
PCALLY A
VOTE LA S T ELECTION! LA N D SLIP S!

LAMBDA ANNO UNCES
The Opening Of
Our Office!

DISCOGAY 7 6
Dance Your Ass Off
to the Hottest Disco Sound Around

770 EDDY
ROOM 3
Use the Back Door

Friday,

of the Social Workhouse

January 30
in “The Ghetto”

FOR:

(Venture Center Basement)

Information
Raps

8 -1 2

Advising

500

Coffee

STOP BY!

LAMBDA Members Free

01
p

\
I

THIS
WEEK
ONLY

NO
COVER
CHARGE

I

!
TOMBSTONE TONICS 50C MONTANA DITCH 50C
Whiskey & Water
Tequila & Orange

' M

W

LECTURE

Program Council sponsors Games
tonight at 9:30 in the UC Ballroom.
Games stars James Caan, Katherine
Ross and Simone Signoret; free.
Italian Club sponsors Invitation to
the Islands today at 3 in LA 334; free.

R. Buckminster Fuller lectures
tomorrow night at 8 in the Ballroom;
free. Phil Berrigan lectures Monday
night, also in the Ballroom; free.
Doug Adams, assistant professor
of religious studies and assistant
director of UM Scholars’ Press, will
discuss We Are All Welfare
Recipients tonight at 7:30. The lec
ture will be in Women’s Center 215;
free.
L. David Mech, research biologist
for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Services, lectures tonight at 8 in the
Ballroom. Mech will lecture and
provide a slide-show on The Wolt;
free.

POETRY/PROSE
Steve Flick and Sieve Christianson
will read from original works tonight
at 8 in the Turner Hall Gallery of
Visual Arts. Both hold Master of Arts
degrees in creative writing from UM;
free. The readings will be broadcast
over KUFM (89.1 FM) tomorrow
night at 11:30.

TRADING POST

SALOON

FILM

9 3 ST R IP

MUSIC

STARTS TODAY
ONE WEEK
ONLY!

Don't Miss Bronson
in “The Best He’s Ever
Made” Time Magazine.

SHOWTIMES
7:15
9:30

WORLD
THEATRE
2023 SOUTH HIGCINS
PH. 7 2 8 0 0 9 5

Bob Ward & Sons
Ski Dept. Clearance Sale
Complete Stock of
Mens & Ladies Ski Jackets
From 20% to More Than 75% Off
All Ski Hats
Values to $695
Your Choice

$2.99

Mens & Ladies
Wind Shirts
Values to $30

All Ski Gloves
30% Off
All Mens & Ladies
T- Necks
Values to $1495
Your Choice

$2.99

3318$9.99

Every Item
In Ski Dept, is

ON SALE

Ladies Warm-Ups
20% to 50% Off

O L IN S K IS

Complete Stock of
Skis, Boots & Bindings
EXAMPLES:

Nordica Ski Boot
Reg. $55
SALE $39.95
Atomic Fiber Glass Skis
Reg. $160
SALE $99.99

Mary Jo Grass presents her senior
recital on french horn Sunday at 8 in
the Music Recital Hall. Included in
the program are Concerto No. 1 1n D
Major by Mozart and Debussy’s
Claire de Lune; free.
Mary Jean Simpson, assistant
professor of music, presents her
faculty recital Tuesday at 8 In the
Recital Hall; free.
Also on Tuesday, the St. Olat’s
Band will perform in the Ballroom.
Directed by Miles Johnson, the
college band from Northfield, Minn,
begins its performance at 8. The 80member band will concentrate on
American music from the Colonial
era to present; $1 to students, $2 to
adults, at the door.

ART
The Turner Hall Gallery of Visual
Arts features works by former Art
Professor Aden Arnold through
Saturday. The show is a retrospec
tive exhibition; free.

Indian Country, Love It or Leave It,
Harley Hettick's photographic essay,
continues through Sunday at the
Missoula Museum of the Arts; free.
Through Saturday in. the UC
Gallery, War Through Children's
Eyes and Manuscripts of the
American Revolution will be dis
played; free.
Beginning Monday in the Gallery,
news photographer Randy Ras
mussen will display about 25 photos
of Missoula people and events. Most
of Rasmussen's photographs
originally appeared in the Missoulian; free.

THEATER
T h re e
s tu d e n t-p ro d u c e d
workshop one-act plays will be
presented next Wednesday and
Thursday in the University Theater.
To show at 8 each night are: Elephant
Calf or the Provability of Any and
Every Contention, Sunday Costs 5
Pesos and Safe Harbor; free.

DANCE
An Evening of Folk Dancing is
scheduled for Friday night at 8 in the
Copper Commons.
The dance division of the UM
drama department presents it annual
Winter Dance Concert tomorrow
through Saturday at 8 in the
University Theater. Eight student
choreographed works have been
scheduled for the performance.
Choreographers include Pam
Erickson, Gail Grasdal, Mary-Kay
Harris, David Hoene, Cinda Holt and
Sara Wilbourne. Tickets to the
performances will be available from
noon to 8 tomorrow through Sunday
in the University Theater Box Office;
$1 to students, $2 to the public.

----reviews—
Rhapsody
in red,
white and blue
By MEG McNAMER
Special to the Montana Kaimin

Two hundred years ago today,
while most Europeans were ex
periencing the new sounds of Mozart
and Haydn, their more rebellious
counterparts in the New World were
shooting redcoats, harassing In
dians and accomplishing little in the
way of creative endeavor. However,
once independence was secured and
they were firmly entrenched on this
continent, Americans began making
music of their own—some of which
was heard at the University Theater
Sunday night.
The Missoula Civic Symphony and
Chorale did its bit for the Bicenten
nial with an All-American concert,
complete with red, white and blue
bunting and numerous flags, some of
which were waved from batons and
cello bows during the inevitable
finale, The Battle Hymn of the
Republic.
Sunday's program consisted of
several works of patriotic sentiment
interspersed
with
Broadway
melodies and old West tunes,
performed under the direction of
Eugene Andrie and George Lewis.
The opening number, A Testament
of Freedom by Randall Thompson,
drew on the writings of Thomas
Jefferson for its text. An all-male
chorus sang "The God who gave us
life gave us liberty. . . ." The words
w ere, fo r the m ost p a rt,
unintelligible, and the chorus did not
sing with the utmost conviction. But
perhaps that is understandable in
these uncertain times.
The highlight of the evening was a
performance of George Gershwin’s
Rhapsody in Blue tor piano and
orchestra. A welcome sight at the
piano was Barbara Blegen, who
returned to her hometown on short

notice to perform with the symphony
when scheduled pianist Dennis Alex
ander, professor of music, became
ill.
Blegen received her early piano
instruction from J. George Hummel,
also a professor of music. She has
graduated from Curtis Institute of
Music in Philadelphia, where she
studied with Rudolph Serkin. Now
she is touring the United States
under contract for Columbia Artists
Management. Faculty and students
of the music department and anyone
else who happened by the Music
Recital Hall Friday afternoon were
fortunate to hear her perform Liszt’s
Un Sospiro and. Dance of the
Gnomes, and a Samuel Barber
sonata.
Blegen ended the first half of Sun
day’s program with an unscheduled
performance of Debussy's Clair de
Lune, which she dedicated to Alex
ander.
Song of the West for chorus, by
Hummel, brought images of logging
camps and mountain trails—drawing
on early American folk and Indian
melodies for thematic material.
Settings were simple and light,
with even some whistling used to br
ing about the spirit of the old days. A
medley of Jerome Kern songs, {The
Song is You, Lovely to Look At, etc.)
was chosen as the Broadway
delegation to the program. A rousing
rendition of Bernstein's America
might have been more exciting, but
Kern’s songs of Love and Romance
probably were the best examples of
the ultimate in musical-comedy sen
timent.
Aaron Copland’s A Lincoln
Portrait followed, in which Joseph
Mussulman, professor of music,
narrated the concluding section. The
sane words of Abraham Lincoln,
heard over the simplicity and subtle
beauty of Copland’s music, left the
audience in a more conducive mood
to sing along with the finale.
Although it was not the most
demanding concert ever performed
by the symphony orchestra and
chorale, it was a change of pace and
a boost of spirit for the performers
and the audience.
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Howard’s Pizza
(C
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Athletics
A “fluke shot” put the University of
Montana basketball team in a tough
position last weekend when it
dropped a conference game to MSU
Saturday night in Bozeman.
After trailing the Bobcats for most
of the game, the UM team battled
back to tie the score with just over a
minute to play. The Bobcats ran the
clock down and with five seconds to
play Paul Kinne put up a desparation
shot. The shot hit the rim, bounced
up and hit the top of the backboard
twice, then dropped through the net
to give MSU a 57 to 55 victory.
UM Coach Jud Heathcote said he
was disappointed at the loss but
"pleased we made a run at them at
the end."
Ben DeMers and Michael R.
Richardson were high scorers for the
Grizzlies with 16 and 15 points,
respectively. Freshman Craig Henkel
was the leading rebounder with
eight.
Heathcote said making the post
season Big Sky Conference
tournament probably would take an
8 to 6 conference record. The
Grizzlies are now 1 and 2. UM must
win seven of its next 11 games, in
cluding five at home, Heathcote said.
Teams from Gonzaga and Idaho
will be in Missoula this weekend and
Heathcote said both are “must"
games if the Grizzlies want to make
the tournament.
He said he feels the teams from
Idaho State and Boise are the best
two in the league, but that the
Grizzlies are in a position where they
cannot overlook any opponent.

\ i

BREAK YOUR
BRIAR?
r PIPE REPAIRS
ON ALL MAKES
AT

JhjL
tBsJL
136 E. Broadway
549-2181

sports shorts
The improved play of freshmen
Henkel and Charlie Yankus are giv
ing the Grizzlies a big lift, especially
as UM prepares for the two tough
games this weekend, Heathbote Said.
Other UM basketball teams that
traveled to Bozeman did not fare any
better. The Grizzly freshmen team
was defeated by the Bobkittens 86 to
60. Gary Simon had 16 points and
Rich Zanon had 14fortheCubswho
are 6 and 4. The Cubs play Wh itworth
Junior Varsity Friday and the
Gonzaga JV’s Saturday in
preliminary games to varsity play.
Friday night in Bozeman the UM
women’s team also went down to
defeat at the hands of an MSU team
64 to 53. However, the team did
bounce back to defeat Rocky Moun
tain College Saturday morning 82 to
43 before losing to Carroll College 56
to 55. Kim Blakeslee and Penny
Kaleva led UM with 38 and 45 points,
respectively, in the three games.
The women, who dropped their
record to 3 and 7, host a tournament
this weekend.
The UM gymnastics team had a
good weekend by defeating Eastern
Washington State College 89.15 to
86.725 in Missoula.
Marsha Hamilton won another allaround title as the Grizzlies placed
four competitors in the top five. For
UM Sandy Sullivan, Maureen
Wallace and Deb Ronish placed third
through fifth in the all-around
competition.
In the first track meet of the indoor
season, the UM squad turned in

R Ph. 728-9814
A ADULTS ONLY
T
E
D

-By DAVE TRIMMERsome fine performances. Cal White
in pole vault, Bob Bronson in the 600yard run, Steve Morgan in the high
jump and Dave Polkow in the 50-yard
hurdles broke arena records. Several
high school students and
participants competing unattached
in the college division also broke
arena records.
The UM wrestling team also had
good fortune over the weekend, win
ning four dual matches and losing
one while placing second in overall
scoring.
UM totaled 59 points overall com
pared to host team Ricks College,
with 69. Ricks College also was the
team that defeated the Grizzlies in
dual competition, while the UM team
beat Ricks' B team, Western Mon
tana, Northwest Community College
and Snow College.
Strong performances were turned
in by Leo Hennessy and Scott
Morton, who won first place titles,
and Dave Koeppen and Burt
Wustner, who shared first place
finishes.

for Delivery Every Night
5-12 Midnight; Sundays
5-11
2410 S. Ave. W.

The Rusty Nail
Ends Tonight
Rosalind Russell
and Cary Grant
in a brilliantly
funny Battle-ofthe-Sexes
Howard Hawks’

HIS GIRL
FRIDAY
CRYSTAL THEATRE
515 South Higgins

Shows at 7:00 & 9:15

ENDS THURSDAY!

Programming Services
Programming Services is offering
its annual ski trip to Banff-Lake
Louise. The trip will take place over
spring break at a cost of $95.
Buses will leave Missoula March 21
and return March 27. Ac
commodations of two persons to a
room plus a kitchenette will be
provided.
The trip last year was sold out, so
Programming Services recommends
signing up early.

Y1

m ONE

265 W. FRONT
Open Daily 11 A.M.
Last Show 10 P.M.
Late Show Fri- & Sat. 11 P.M.
$4 Adult
$3 Student w/valid I.D.
MISSOULA’S ONLY
ADULT THEATRE

An ARTHUR LEWIS-BAUM/DANTINE Production' co-stamng ARTHUR HILL- BO HOPKINS
MAKO • and GIG YOUNG • Directed by SAM PECKINPAH • Screenplay by MARC NORMAN and
STIRLING SILUPHANT • From the novel by ROBERT ROSTAND • Produced by MARTIN BAUM
and ARTHUR LEWIS • Production Services by Double Dee Service Company • An EXETER PERSKY-BRI6HT Feature

fPG| ACADEMY AWARD CONTENDER!

United ApflStS

OPEN 6:00 P.M.

Showplace of Montana

Shorts at 6:20-9:10
“Killer” at 7:00-9:45

WILMA
543-7341

COME DEADLY

STARTS TODAY!

THE URGE

In the tradition o f Shane and
High N oon, a new Western Classic
is bom! BITE THE BULLET

—

—

!$ ••••

COLUMBIAPICTURESpresents

GENEHACKMAN
CANDICEBERGENJAMESCOBURN

BITE THE BULLET
— IA N
JAN-M ICH AEL
BANNEN
V IN C E N T
andBEN JO H N SO N a s "M ister'
fAtoc byALEX NORTH WNAVl^QN’A P-8/VtSTA FEATURE
VWnmand D n cw d b y

And Thrill-Packed Companion Feature...

It's a good way to break up
the week. Especially for the
ladies. Enjoy half price drinks
tonight. 9-10 p.m.

NA
CO.
Steak House 6 Lounge

RICHARD BROOKS *Mp g 1

CHARLESBRONSON
Simon* Signoret, James Caan, Katherine Ross
Universal; Directed by Curtis Harrington

Wednesday, January 28, UC Ballroom
9:30 p.m.
FREE to Students
Presented by ASUM Program Council

B R EA K O U T
A COLUMBIA PICTURES Release
Open 7:15 P.M..
"Breakout" at 7:30 Only
"Bit* the Bullet”
at 9:15 Only

<ajPGl
The Beautiful

ROXY

classified ads
1. LOST OR FOUND
LOST:

WIRE glasses,

br./case

728-2769.
.

51 -2 p

LOST: RED suede mittens, in Men's Gym, last
Thursday. 728-3^73. i
51-3p
LOST: TUROUOISE choker in vicinity of Fine Art
Bldg. Reward offered. Call 549-4376. 549-4368.
50-2p
LOST: DOWNTOWN Friday night mood ring.
Special significance. Reward. Call 243-2688 after
6 pm
50-4p
LOST: LEFT blue backpack in LA104 Friday, Jan. 23.
Please return to Kaimin Business office. No
questions asked Reward offered.
50-2p
FOUND: very friendly, very BIG HOUND-DOG
(black w/tan); area near South & Higgins
(Dornblazer Field). No tags. Please contact 7283736. after 5.
50-41
2. PERSONALS
LECTURE. SLIDE PRESENTATION ON THE WOLF
on Wed. in UCB will begin at 8 p.m. not 7 p.m as
previously advertised.
51-1c
FREE PC MOVIE "GAMES" on Wed. in UCB will
begin at 9:30 p.m. and not 9 p.m. as previously
advertised.
51-1c
WANTED: PARTNER for %-price pool at Eight Ball
Billiards 11-6.
51-1c
APPLICATIONS ARE now -being accepted for
PROGRAM COUNCIL DIRECTOR. 1976-77.
Available in ASUM office—UC105. Due February
13.1976. Inquiries: 243-6661.
51-9c

SEE GYMNASTICS at its finest. Gymnastic
Exhibition by U.M. team. Jan. 29 — Rec. Annex —
Fieldhouse 8 p.m.
48-5c

TURQUOISE—available at approx. v2 retail cost.
Necklace strands, rings, liquid silver, etc. Call 7212939.
50-3p

GYMNASTIC EXHIBITION — Fieldhouse Annex —
Jan. 29. *
48-5c

K-2 244 skiis, 2 pr. 200cm and 195cm. Cheap. 7287837 after 6.
50-4p

Montana Kaimin Reporter

FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT — Open Doubles —
Feb. 1. Sign up in Rec. Center.
46-8c

KICKSTONE POTTER'S wheel. Call 728-9031 or
549-5548 or come by The Warehouse & ask for Jay
or Hal. 725 W. Alder.
50-4p

The University of Montana
Scholarship and Financial Aids
Committee is rewriting University
financial aid policies and eligibility
requirements.
Sara Steensland, committee
chairman and head of the home
economics department, said the
rewriting will help codify in
formation, making it more consistent
and more accessible to students.
Under the proposed policies,
students must take an average of 16
credits a quarter in “pursuit of a
specific degree” and have a 2.0 grade
point average to be eligible forfinancial aid.

TROUBLE STARTING YOUR CAR? Jumper cables
are available for loan from the Associated Student
Store.
45-10c

TENNIS & RACKETBALL RACKETS: New & used.
Cheaper winter prices. 243-4675/243-2768.
49-5p

WOMEN'S PLACE health education/counseling,
abortion, birth control, pregnancy, V.D.
counseling, crisis, rape relief. M-F2-8 p.m. 1130
West Broadway 543-7606.
5-tfc

OLD CLUNKER bicycle or 3-speed. Up to $25.2432126._________________________
50-2p

4. HELP WANTED

USED HANG-GLIDER: 243-4405, after 6.

BARMAIDS NEEDED: must be over 18, available two
or three nights a week, no previous experience
needed, and reasonably attractive. Apply at the
Cave Wednesday or Thursday 6-7 p.m.
51-1c

16.

6.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

STUDENTS MAKE money up to $95 per wk./part
time at home addressing envelopes. Companies
want that "personal touch." For further
information regarding opportunities with these
companies, sent $3 to Phoenix Advertising, Box
11707, Atlanta, Ga. 30305.
50-4p
NEED EXTRA INCOME? Make $2— over $25 each
CLIPPING newspaper items. Details free, write:
Clippers, Box 24791D3, Seattle, WA 98124.
41-12p

GAY RAP: 7 p.m. Call 728-0199.

VW REPAIR: Well trained, experienced &
reasonable. John 728-5382.
49-6p

SERVICES

BE SURE to attend the Presidential and Business
Manager forum in the dorms on Thursday.
January 29, starting at 6:00 p.m.
51-1c

WANT MATH tutor. Call 549-5344.

LOOKING TO the future, running on the past.
Hill/Pomeroy. Paid Pol. ad, Randy Reinhart.
51-1p

EXPERT TYPING. Legal experience. 549-7958.
_________________________________ 51-3p

HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Mary DeNevi!

51-1p

49-5p

8. TYPING

TYPING. EXPERIENCED. Thesis, papers. 728-1638.
___________ ________ _____________51-3p
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE, neat, accurate. 5422435.
46-29p

AUCTION/RUMMAGE Sale Sat. Jan. 31st, 1:00 p.m.
Newman Center. Refreshments.
51-2p

9. TRANSPORTATION

STUDY AT THE U OF M Avignon or London
campus. Many options. 107 Main Hall.
50-2c

RIDE NEEDED to Seattle around Feb. 11 and back
on Feb. 16. Call Lori at 728-2062. Will share
expenses & driving.
51-9f

IF YOU'VE LOOKED AT LIFE FROM BOTH SIDES
AND PRESENTLY THINGS ARE BLEAK. COME
IN AND TALK. STUDENT WALK-IN. SE entrance.
SHS Bldg. Every evening 8-12. Daytime 9-5 p.m..
Room 176. 50-4c
FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT—Open Doubles—Feb.
1. Sunday 7 p.m. Prizes for top four teams. Sign up
Rec. Center in the U.C.
50-4c
WANTED—MALE bachelor desires female
roommate for cooking & light house-keeping in
return for free room & board. 549-2098, Richard.
50-4p

15.

NEED RIDE to Seattle'before Feb. 4. Call Betty, 7288079.
50-5f
11. FOR SALE
IRISH SETTER PUPS: Large litter, low prices for
champion bloodline. 543-5666.
51-3p
KNEISSEL SKI IS. Raichle Boots, Look GT Bindings,
Scott poles. Call 543-6372.
51-3p
KRYSTAL ALPINE skis, 180cm. Brand new, never
drilled. $25/pr. Ask for Bob, 243-2575.
51-3p

WANTED TO BUY

49-3p

WANTED TO RENT

RELIABLE FAMILY will care for your home from
Feb. 20—? Will furnish references. 273-6148.
_______________________________
50-2p
quiet, clean non-smoking female, into esalen-type
self-actualization, needs place. Leave message in
ASUM window on my ad. (STINNETT). 50-3p
17.

FOR RENT

2-BDRM.. furnished house. 721-1669, after 5.
51-3p
TWO BDRM. mobile home, unfurnished, $155
month plus utilities. $50 deposit. Call 721-1512
evenings.
50-2p
18.

7.

ATTENTION: LOOK IN TOMORROWS KAIMIN
FOR THE CAVE'S ALL-YOU-CAN-DRINK BEER' SPECIAL.
.
51-lc

KASTLE CPM COBRA SKIS: 200cm, used twice,
reasonable offer. 243-4675.
49-5p

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie
Kuffel, 728-3845 or 549-7721 or Joe Moran, 5493385 or 543-3129.
7-68c

MARTIAL ARTSof Judo, Karate, Kung Fu. Precision
demos Feb. 5.
51-3c
51-1c

Financial Aids chairman
explains eligibility criteria

ROOMMATES NEEDED

FEMALE NON-smoking roommate needed by same.
2 blocks from campus. $52.50 plus utilities. Call
after 5. 728-2476.
51-3p
MALE TO share 2-bdrm. furnished apt. $85/mo. Utl.
paid. Call 543-4764.
45-8p

By RANDALL E. MILLS

Minimum Standards
However, because unforeseen
events may make a student unable to
meet the criteria, the committee
proposes that a student applying for
financial aid meet these minimum
standards:
• After the first year, have a 1.7
GPA and 30 credits.
• After the second year, have a 1.8
GPA and 70 credits.
-v

news briefs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Montana Atty. Gen. Robert Woodahl yesterday named Albert Meloling as
interim chief prosecutor of the Workmen’s Compensation investigation.
Meloling has been a special prosecutor with the investigation since Sept. 1.
He replaces Dick Dzivi, who was suspended for allegedly placing an illegal
bet in a keno game.
George Bush was confirmed yesterday by the Senate to succeed William
Colby as director of the Central Intelligence Agency. Bush, former
Republican Party chairman, was nominated by President Gerald Ford almost
three months ago. Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.) urged
approval of the nomination.

• After the third year, have a 1.9
GPA and 110 credits.
• After the fourth year, have a 2.0
GPA and 150 credits.
• After the fifth year, have a 2.0plus GPA and 195 credits.
A recruitment policy proposal
recognizes that "unique activities” in
which the "inclusion of outstanding
talent would be enhancing and . . .
necessary” to their continuance may
exist at UM.
Fee waivers could be granted to
students whose presence was
deemed necessary and who
demonstrated financial need.
Fee waivers could also be granted
to students showing need and poten
tial with a 2.0 GPA for resident
undergraduates, a 2.5 GPA for
nonresident undergraduates and a
3.25 GPA for graduates.
•
Potential Defined
Potential would be defined as
academic achievement and creative
and special talents.
Eligibility could be revoked for
withdrawing from UM and would be
revoked for withdrawing a second
time, except in situations.beyond the
student’s control.
"Grade preservation” and personal
convenience would not be sufficient
reason for withdrawal.
Cash awards of $100 or less and
objects, such as books and medals,
could be given for academic or
athletic achievement if they were not
intended to further a student’s
education, the proposal states.
UM President Richard Bowers
must approve all the proposals
before their implementation.

Today is the drop-add deadline for
Winter Quarter classes or for chang
ing grades to pass/not pass.

ELECTRONIC PARTS CO.

GOLDEN EAR SALE
ONE WEEK ONLY!

WED., JAN. 28 Through TUES., FEB. 3

UP TO 40% OFF
Pioneer SX-939
Receiver-Amp
Reg. $59995

SALE * 3 9 0 ° °

Pioneer PL-10
Reg. $99»
and
Empire 2000 Cartridge
Reg. $2995
Total Reg. Price $1399s

SALE$7095

ON:
PIONEER

AMPLIFIERS

JBL

TUNERS

DUAL

TURNTABLES

GARRARD

SPEAKERS

AKAI

TAPE DECKS

CRAIG

HEADPHONES

JBL PACKAGE DEAL
JBL Decade 26 Speaker
Pioneer SA-5200
Pioneer PL-12
Empire 2000 Cartridge

Reg. $156°° each
Reg. $1399S
Reg. $ 9 9"
Reg. $ 2 9 "
Reg. $581"

SALE

$

JO

Or—
Design Your Own Package for a Special Deal.

Electronic Parts Co.
1030 South Ave. W.

"Across from the Fairgrounds"

